
The Brand Manual



A lot of people make custom shoes and a lot of people sell things 
online.

Selling custom shoes online is just one part of what Art Kicks 
does. Art Kicks has a set of values. It has a personality. It has a 
sense of altruism. Art Kicks is an experience.

Art Kicks is a brand. 

This book will tell you everything you need to know about the Art 
Kicks brand. Where it’s been, where it is, and where it’s going.

Brands are like people. You’re about to meet an interesting one.

Enjoy. 



Meet the brand



Whenever I’m on the verge 

of backing down, I think of Bogie.

 
Bogie always knew how to 

stand up for himself.

I’m an artist. 

I find inspiration in the past.



I sometimes wonder if I were
 a dolphin in a past life.

I’m a swim teacher

I love the water.



I’m a student.

My name’s Raven.

Every day I wish 
I had wings.

I would love to fly 
between classes.



I’m a designer.

I love being a little different.

When I came out last year,

I came out with a vengeance.



I’m a Texas girl.

Born and raised in Dallas.

I love Texas.

But I don’t love it so much 
that I never leave.



I’m a musician.

I play guitar.

One day I’ll form a band and play in dingy, smoky bars.

I can’t wait.



I’m Greek.

I love architecture.

Last year I got to visit my 
homeland for the first time.

It was beautiful. 
One day I will move there.



I’m Greek.

I love architecture.

I’m a skateboarder.

I’m flirting with Med School.

After years of broken bones, 
it would be nice to be actively involved in fixing some.



I am not me 
without self-expression.

I am not me

 
without my story.



The emergence of 
a brand



At the time, $30 dollars seemed like a lot of money for art on shoes.

As of this moment, my asking price is $179 plus the cost of shipping. I have 
so many emails asking for pairs that I will likely have to raise the price to at least 
$200 in order to curb the influx of orders.

More importantly than my monetary profit, however, is the recognition that 
Art Kicks get in my town of Eugene, Oregon.

People see my shoes and they say, “Oh, I’ve seen those before!”

“Yeah, I draw on shoes,” I reply.

“Wait, it’s YOU? You’re the guy who does the shoe art?”

On a sunny day in March of 2009, my friend gave me a pair of white shoes and $30 in cash.

The next day, I gave him a pair 

of what we now call Art Kicks.

( I am not a local celebrity. Art Kicks is. )



People are interacting in a meaningful way in a space that Art 
Kicks created. 

The wearer is engaged by others who see the shoes. This conversation 
continues even after the owner has left.

It continues online as well. Through social media and Art Kicks’ own site, users 
continue to stay active.

With this statement, a stranger gave me the realization that I had created a 

unique brand.

“My friends and I always talk about the 
new pairs we see.”



Even though my initial goal was to make a few extra dollars each month, 

I had inadvertently followed the process of strong branding.

It goes something like this:

(This is my simplified version of the 

integrated brand model proposed 

by F Joseph LePla and Lynn M 

Parker.)



Art Kicks’
can be summed up simply.

Art Kicks

AND

(I agree with David W. Norton on the importance of 

meaningful brand experiences. 

Millennial brands have come a long way from the 

conspicuous consumption of the 1980s that produced 

an environment driven by brand image alone.)

through art that speaks to who 
the wearer is internally.

through the context of shoes. 
Shoes are universal, but not 
always adorned in art.



No matter where you put it, good art will always start a conversation.



The Art Kicks is deeply tied to these conversations.

Like the stark line from permanent marker, it is bold. 

Like its birth-town of Eugene, Oregon, it is a little quirky.

Like a college student who runs a business on the side, it is deeply passionate. 

The conversation that Art Kicks spurs may be casual or it may also deep and 
meaningful. It is most certainly interesting and engaging.

Art Kicks is a conversation between two people who understand each other.



Values and Personality are 

demonstrated through 

For me, the important thing was to allow the artistic 
expression and social engagement to continue in the digital 
space. 

Putting my stuff online was a great promotional tool.

It also gave the brand some room to play.

Expression and conversation were happening 

because of it.

I had created a product. 





I sell one-off customs that are tailored specifically to the request of the client. 

Everything I put online demonstrates my brand.

My hands touch every pair.

The direct touch of the artist gifts the product with authenticity. 



How the brand 
could grow



Authenticity is currently one of Art Kicks’ greatest strengths, but the 
authenticity I’ve crafted results in a big problem.

The business model I currently operate just isn’t scalable. Art Kicks can 

only produce as many shoes as I have hours in the day.

I’d love for more people to know of Art Kicks. To wear Art Kicks. 

The ultimate question then is how do you expand the brand into a model 
that could be national or global while still preserving the values, personality and 
authenticity? 



Lots of companies sell shoes with some kind of graphic on them, but all of 

these companies mass-produce their graphics.

Some companies allow users to upload designs and win the chance to have 
their shoes mass-produced.

What if Art Kicks could become a brand that created opportunities for 
self-expression and social engagement without appropriating art in the process? 

In both models, the company makes a lot of money off of someone else’s art. 

The original art is diluted in the wake of thousands of prints. A lot of other 
people have the same exact art on their feet.

That isn’t Art Kicks. 



Enter the Art Kicks Kit, 

a product that does just that.

Inside is everything that one would need to create a pair of custom shoes. It’s 
basically my current business contained within one box.

With the kit, the mass production of Art Kicks does not mass-produce art. The 
art still comes from an artist’s hands, directly onto the shoes.

The consumer is allowed to create a relationship with the brand.

It’s the difference between purchasing empowerment and purchasing a 
mere product.



Shoes would be offered in every size, giving the consumer the option to wear his or her creation.

Specially formulated,
bleed-proof markers

High-quality white 
canvas shoes

Clear plastic box 
becomes display case 
for completed shoes

Waterproof sealant

Fume mask

(I genuinely believe that what I’m proposing 

with the Art Kicks Kit is, in the language of 

the Neutron branding matrix, both good and 

different. Custom shoes have never entered retail 

in this way but I think the world is ready for it.)



To expand social engagement along with the wider distribution of shoes, an 
extensive Art Kicks website would be created.

On it, users would upload photos of finished shoes, create videos of their 
process, offer tips, or even sell completed pairs to other users.

Imagine Zappos meets Facebook meets YouTube meets Etsy.

If there’s one thing I’ve learned from growing Art Kicks thus far, it is that other 
people love to support someone who is excited about making art.



Accompanying the website, a mobile app would be created to allow users to 
document the excursions that Art Kicks take out in the world. 

Using geo-based check-ins, they could document where their shoes have 
been and record the conversations that were jump-started by Art Kicks.

They could also upload pictures of other Art Kicks that they encounter and 
tag those pictures to a specific location.



Imagine if my town wasn’t the only place where people were excited to see new pairs.



A lot of people make custom shoes and a lot of people sell things 
online.

Art Kicks can become a tool that empowers people to do both, 
allowing self-expression and social engagement along the way.

Art Kicks is a brand.

Its future looks bright.




